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SPEC. COLL

UNARMED FORCES DAY —

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Harry "Repoiter" Battson, a
veteran of the April 24 Washington demonstration,
was assigned to cover the Falrborn rally as t.
"change of pace.")
Wheeling my dilapidated VW convertible Into Fairborn's Central Park, I was directed to a parking
place by a stem-faced policeman. I did not see
many people gathering for the May 15 People's
UnArmed Forces Day.
I walked around the park. A cluster of long-haired,
freak-dressed, people were sitting on the grass beside a ball field. I reclined on Its fringe, noticing
Dr. Leavltt from Wright State's Philosophy Department. A few WSU students attended.
The afternoon was sundry; the town was sleepy.
Antl< ar protest had come to a small town In
Middle America; Middle America had not come to the
anti-war protest.
The people staggered in by ones and twos, In cars,
on shoes, and occasionally a group of five or six
would appear. I watched some people playing softbill. I watched the traffic on Central Ave, swiftly
moving, oblivious.
A group of eight or nine girls began carrying
picnic tables to the boil diamond. They carried three

tables In all. No males offered to assist them.
A couple of acqualntenances joined me or the grass.
We waited while conversing. One p.m. had long since
passed.
A speech was given, followed by a women's lib
demonstration. Girls, covered by blankets and
lying on picnic tables, were forced upright and given
military equipment. One that refused was mockbeaten by the group and then a parade began behind
the severed head ci a pig.
We got the word to follow the banners and marched
onto Central Avenue. Where there had been ?Q0,000
In Washington, there were 300 In Falrborn. In Washington the enormity of the crowd, while making me
feel Individually Inconsequential, Inspired me with
a sense of purpose and achievement. In Falrborn,
the minuteness of the crowd, while making me aware
that my singular presence swelled the ranks, made
me question ths validity of my presence.
But we marched through the heart of Middle
America, on one side of the street. Kowntown, the
people stared. Leaflets were being distributed proliflcally. Word came back to spread out to make
tho march appear larger.
Ahead of me, soldier-garbed men escorted a civilian

prisoner while engaging In mock brutality. Chants,
old and familiar, were shouted In succession.
We marched down Main St, the police still clearing
our way. Traffic was Jammed on Broad. Horns blared,
reflecting the Impatience of Middle America at a
minor Inconvenience. I worJered if even the ending
of the war would change them. No, Middle An-.vi-lca
will remain unconcernod as long as the war Is In
IndoChina, as long as the poor are in the ghetto,
as long as the Ivory towers of the silent majority
are not assaulted and annihilated.
At the Air Force Museum, we sat on the street.
A passage from the Bible was read and followed
by a memorial service for the IndoChinese and
American dead.
We marched along the same route to return to
Central Park. There, speeches were given by veterans, by a Black Panther supporter, by a psychiatrist, against the war. It seemed antl-cllmactic.
A guitarist played and sanp and the people that
remained, Indulged in food and drink. Shortly thereafter, I departed, cognizant d Middle America's
Imperturbability. Truly, there Is a Silent Majority,
but where do Its sympathies really lie?
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Senate Rules 1st Election Unconstitutional
BY JAN DAGLEY
Assistant Editor
Student senate has ruled the last student election
unconstitutional on the grounds that two members of
the Elections commission were never officially appointed and the election rules were never approved.
The decision came at a senate meeting Sunday night
in an 8-1 vote.
The election had been challenged by William O'Dell,
a candidate for SBP, In a 7-polnt letter last week.
This challenge, however, was overturned by the
elections commission. The senate sent the appeal
to the Student Affairs Committee of the Academic
Council last week, but It was sent back to the senate
for a decision.
Meanwhile, tlie ballots of the first election were
counted an May 14. 0»Dell "woo" with 326 votes.
Rick Mlnamyer got 280, Pat Moran got 264, and
Nick Iplotls rocelved 207.
0»Dell they withdrew his challenge of the election,
but on May 13 senator Jerry Bralnard had challenged
tho constitutional
of the election on the grounds
that the commission members, except chairman
Bob Rewer, were never appointed by the senate.
The letter quoted the constitution, which states,
in Section 71 that,
"The Student Senate shall determine the basic
policies governing all student body elections and
the duties and responsibilities of an Elections Commission. The Elections Commission shall Implement
the basic policies governing all student body elections and such additional rules which the Student
Senate may establish to Insure fair, orderly elections.
"The Student Body President shall appoint, with
the consent of the Senate, three members of the student body, who, with the Dean of Students as a nonvoting adviser, shall serve as the Elections Commission ct the student b o d y . . . "
The elections commission for the last election,
Bob Rewer, Stephanie Smith and Russ Rathweg, had
only one week to set up the rules, petition deadline
and other limitations, and to get the senate to ratify
the rules. Rewer claims that this was due to an
"apathetic senate." They were very busy with Wrightstock.
Rewer claims that he did try to get the rules
ratified, he first contacted the chairman of the
Student Welfare Committee, Rick Phillips, then SBP
Doug Campbell. A senate meetine was called for
Tuesday, May 27, but only three senators showed.
Finally, Rewer went to Assistant Dean of Students
Ken Davenport, who, according to Rewer, said It
was legal to use the Winter Election rules as an
example of
Revet called s e n a t e ' s "basic
poll c i t s . "

Senate has now appointed, officially, the Elections
commission, and has set the next election for the
week of May 24. Rules for the election were approved
and $50 was allotted far costs.
Because the constitution says that the eioci!"*>
should be held In the sixth week of the spring quarter,
and the next election will be In the ninth week, the
senate passed the following resolution:
~ "Due to the unconstitutionality of the firs', election,
to Insure a fair and orderly election, the election shall be held during the ninth week of the Spring
Quarter of 1971."
New candidates a r e being accepted In this election, and those who ran In the last election should
also submit now petitions. The deadline Is Friday,
May 21, and petitions and election rules are available
in the Student Government office.

Second Election
Petitions Available
The student government Elections Commission announces the second election for next year's student
offices. Including Student Body President, Sophomore,
Junior and Senior senators, Academic council representatives, and Student publications subcommittee
student representatives.
Petitions and rules are now available at the Information Desk in the student center and In the Office
of the Dean -f Students. Deadline for submitting petitions will be on Friday, May 21, 1971, at 12 noon.
The elections will be held from Monday, May 24,
1971, through Friday, May 28, 1971. The polls will
be open from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m and from 6:30 p.m
until 9 p.m. On Friday, May 24, the polls will close
at 3 p.m.

WSU Receives Special
Recognition Award
Wright State University was selected by the Ohio
Rehabilitation Services Commission to receive a
Special Recognition Award for Its services to, and
activities with, handicapped people.
John Gephart, Area Supervisor of the Bureau of
Vocational Rehabilitation, presented the award to
President Brace Goldlng, for the University, on
Tuesday, May 18, In the Executive Wing of Allyn
Hall. Attending the presentation were representatives
of WSU handicapped students and employees, as well
a s faculty and administrators Involved with the
University's programs for the handicapped.

Facts To Knotv

BY DICK SAY LOR
Recently abortion laws across tto country have been
challenged by doctors and public
alike.
New York considers having an abortion legal, while
California's law requires that a psychiatrist verify
the woman's mental condition. Ohio's law books
consider abortions Illegal unless the mother's life
is In danger.
In Europe a woman can go to a clean hospital and
have an abort I cm performed for a very nominal fee.
So If you get pregnant and you take the aboiilcn
route, know these facts first;
1) How much should you expect to pay for an
abortion? This depends on how many weeks pregnant
you a r e , counting from the first day of your last
regular menstrual period. At 12 weeks and undej-, the
cost should not exceed $275, because the relatively
simple suction aspiration technique can be used, no
general anesthetic is necessary and you don't have
to pay over night in a hospital.
Twelve to 15 weeks, the saline Induction technique
Is used. It Is more expensive because it recwlres
two or three days in the hospital. Cost sho. not
exceed $525.
2) How do I pay for the abortion? Most agencies
ask for a deposit to be sent by Western Union, with
the remainder of the money to be taken to the clinic
or hospital on the day of the abortion. Atypical
agency Is the Pregnancy Counseling Service of Now
York. They will ask for a deposit on the ttwal cost
of $256. You will pay the doctor the remaining $181.
You have full Information on the agency's fee, the
doctor's fee and the total cost,
Cn the other hand. If you call the Information
Agency, you will be quoted a total cost of $395, and
you will be tokl to wire the WHOLE amount to advance. If you press for information on the agency's
fee you will get nowhere. This is called the "package d e a l " because you don't know what part U your
payment Is going for medical services and what
part is the agency's fee. Not only Is this agency
expensive. It Is also hiding an Important fact from
its clients. Two other agencies also operate on the
basis at a package deal—Women's Referral Service
and Professional Scheduling Service.
3) What If your pregnancy Is over 12 woeks? A
good agency should be able to arrange a late D & C
If your pregnancy Is between 12 and 15 weeks. This
Is less expensive and time consuming than a saline
induction procedure. If you are between IK and 24
weeks, however, you will definitely reoUra the saline
Induction, and there are three agencies which can
arrange this for yo»'. at $525 or under—MEDREF
Pregnancy Counsllng Service, S.P.S. Consultants,The
Professional Scheduling Service, and to Daytcn—
Clergy Consultation Service on Abortion.
With these facts you should not have to pay outlandish prices for abortions.
Just remember!!!
A) Dont pay over $275 for an under 12 week
abortion.
B) Don't piy over $525 for a •»«•*» evacuation
abortion.
C) Make sure you get comprehensive care and
a guarantee on complications.
D) Use a New York agency rather than a local one.
E) Make s u r i the agency can make arrangements
for late D A C for $400 or under.
F) Never accept the offer ca a free pregnancy
test. See your own gynecologist for an Internal
examination.
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jletter to the editor !
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L —

Impeach Mike Liskany
To the Editor,

Tired of this Mickey Mouse called Student Government?
Join me as I cast my vote (a write in) for No
Student Government during our SECOND election.
It would save money, save embarassment wlien I
have to admit I go to WSU, and rid us of all these
Presidential Candidates who have no convictions or
ethics.
Doug Campbell told me during lasts year's SBP
campaign 11 he could not run Student Government
he'd destroy it; so far he has even failed to get
enough control to disband.
Help me end Student Government with a write
in FOR NO STUDENT GOVERNMENT!
Editors Note:
1 had written my own editorial about how disgusted I was with student government but I could
not confirm any of my facts. I tried calling different
people to see what was really happening with the
elections but could receive no concrete facts so
I'm using my husband's editorial, of which I now
agree.
Tuesday night the senate couldn't even reach a
quorum to take action on the elections which shows
how much they care, l a s t year Doug swore things
would be different—well, 'he elctlons still don't
function, even near acceptability so I'm through
worrying aliout a senate and whether we have an
SBP or not. No senate couldn't tie any worse than
U is now with a senate.

Open Letter
To the Editor and An Open l e t t e r to the Elections
Commission:
Upon reading the article by Jan Daglcy in the
May 12, 1971, issue of The GUARDIAN about BUI
O'Dell's complaints on the voting procedure I recall
some of the objections I have towards the elections.
1) There was no way that the commission could
tell if a senator was being voted for by some one
outside his division.
2) A non-student may have voted.
3) The ballot box may have been stuffed.
When I voted no one asked for my student I.D.
card, or checked my name or division on a roster
of students.
I sincerely hop* that the election results will be
invalidated and that a more organized election be
conducted or that an Electorlal College be established
in the Senate and student votes may be disregarded
anyway.
Hoping that the former suggastlon is adopted may
I propose:
1) separate ballots for each division.
2) an I.D. showing and check-off roster by (a)
division and (b) alphabetically
3) verified correlation between checked names on
the ro6ter and the number of ballots entered.
4) the student dropping his own prefolded ballot
Into the box which should be recovered from the
Veterans Ed. Association.
Sincerely yours,
Joe Framme

The GUARDIAN is published weekly by the students at
Wright State University. The opinions expressed herein are those of the editorial b o a r d and do not
necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the
faculty or administration. The GUARDIAN is a member
of College Press Service and the National Educational
Advertising Service.
Editor . .
Ann Bowers
Managing Editor
Scott Bowers
Assistant Editor
Jxi Dagley
News Editor
Harry Battson
Feature Editor
Dick Saylor
Business Manager
Roberta We is man
Advertising Manager
Gall W hue
Sports Editor
Harry Battson
Photographer
Merrill Anderson
Cartoonist
l e a Fornalick
Club News Editor
Ron Paul
Circulation Manager .
Stu Nestor
Advisor
Dr. Allaji spetter
Contributors . . . . . WSU Communications
Sta£ . . . . Stu Nestor, Ellen Penswlck, and

Since Its beginning, Wright State University's Board
of Trustees, like all other state supported universities In Ohio has been comprised of members appointed by the governor.In most cases, these positions
have been filled by competent sincere Individuals. It
Is their duty as board members to attend the bimonthly meetings and make a variety of decisions
which in turn effect the university community. Unfortunately, the board members are not part of the
university community and thei -tore are not exposed
to the immediate desires and needs of the students
and faculty.
There are nine members on the beard, each with
a term of nine years. Upon researching the minutes
of past board meetings, I came upon a bit of information which, I b e l i e v e , should b e c o m e public
knowledge. One of our board members, Michael
Liskany, has only made two out of 21 meetings since
October 5, 1967, The only meetings he was present
at were on Oct. 5, 19G7 and Sept. 25, 1968. This is
definitely a display of malfeasance and irresponsibility.
Obviously, Liskany is too busy with the Dayton
City Commission, and the labor unions uoIntelligently
participate in Board decisions.
I will be Introducing In the Student Senate a resolution of censure calling for his resignation which will
be sent on to the Academic Council to the Board at
Trustees and the State House of Representatives.
If satisfaction is not forthcoming through these
channels, a lawsuit charging malfeasance in office
will be In order.
Hank Evers
Freshman Senator

campaigns now being planned for next fall, no political
figure could dare to Ignore the massive and unprecedented number of pledges we can register in Washington at the end of May.
Our task will take a phenomenal amount of energy
and concentrated work In a short period of time.
The whole campaign must be consumated by the
end of May. But It can all be done.
We are writing you to ask that you, as a student
leader on your campus, take responsibility for finding those three or four people who can seize upor
this idea with conviction and see to it that a campus
YVF campaign comes into b-»!ng swiftly at your
school.
Campus efforts will be difficult. Each will require
a few committed people to work very hard for s
few weeks, and it will require a larger number tt
work hard for just a few days. Your campus campaign, which should begin now, will take no mort
than a month from beginning to end.

Senator - Apprehensive
To the Editor.

Last Sunday night I went to the emergency Senate
meeting a little bil apprehensive due tn the events
that occurred at the prevloc*
At that meeting myself and several other senators agreed whole
heartily with the appeal by one of the candidates
for Student Body President, that the last election be
declared null and void. Due to the fact that some
Senators were afraid to have another election because
in the past when this situation had occurred only
a small amount of voters had the conviction to exp r e s s their vieWi a second time, we were unable
to reach a clear-cut conclusion. A Sunday's meedng
after all of the Senators had enough ilme to fully
consider all aspects of the matter, all but one were
To the Editor.
In favor of holding a new election. The Student Body
President candidate who originally requested that the
On Friday, May 14, 1971, the activities of the elections be declared null and void, reversed his
Black students of Wright State (acting through CABU) moral conviction 100 per cent.
came to a heart-warming culmination. It was on this
Do not let the majority of your Senators high
day that CABU presented .Mrs. Betty Thomas with a opinion of our Student Body become a dlsasterous
with a check for $500 to aid her is her light to secure mistake. Many people were overjoyed at the turnout
justice from this University. This mcney was given of the last election, but let us doe- i better thLs time,
with much gratitude and appreciation from the Black get out and vote this ntxt week.
students to show Mrs. Thomas that we have not forgotten the past events which shadow her presence
Rick Comlngore
on campus, and that she is not alone In her struggle.
Freshman Senator
A visiting guest, the esteemed Mr. Leon Da mas
(iather of the Negrltude Movement) also donatad
a generous sum to the cause of Mrs. Thomas.
It Is not the purpose of this article to re-examine
the whole "Thomas Affair " bat rather to give thanks
to the many Black brothers and sisters, through
whose co-operation and efforts It was possible to
raise such a large sum for her use.
This is just to say Thank you.

8500 For Mrs. Thomas

O'Dell - Student

Body President?

John Austin

Pledge Cards
"THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT CALL TO
POLITICAL ACTION AGAINST THE WAR IN
IN DO-CHIN A YOU HAVE EVER RECEIVED. IT
IS A NON-PARTISAN CALL. IT IS A CALL TO
ACTION THAT COULD SUCCEED. PLEASE GIVE
IT YOUR MOST CAREFUL CONSIDERATION.''
—Wayne Morse
Dear Friend and Fellow Student:
Young Voters for Peace is launching a nation-wide
pledge card campaign to end U. S. Involvement in
the war In Indo-Chlna. The campaign Is designed to
reach 8,000,000 students on almost 3,000 junior
college, college, and university campuses. We hope
to receive over 1,000,000 signed cards which we
will forward to President Nixon, with copies to the
members of Congress and to the National Headquarters lor the Republican and Democratic parties.
Our pledge card Is attached. As you can see. It
Insists liiat Congress exercise Its constitutional
authority to require that the government set a specific
date tn the immediate future for withdrawal of all
U. S. forces from Indo-Chlna calling for an end to
our military commitment. Clearly, a million such
pledges, delivered as we Intend, can be politically
decisive. A successful campaign will put ALL of our
representatives in Washington on notice, NOW, that
If they fall to make serious public commitment to
what we ask, our votes will not go to them—but
will go to candidates who make the commitment we
seek. In the face of the campus voter registration

To the Editor,
William CDell just won the election as our next
Student Body President, or has he? He received
the most votes, but there is more to the story.
Before the ballots were counted, Bill asked that
the election be declared Invalid because many night
students had been denied the right to vote; and
because there were two different sets of election
rules; and because of the high rate of electioneering
at the polls. There were aisc charges of students
voting twice, brought up at a Senate m'aetlng, by
a Senator. Charges of people working the election
booth using ballots for paper airplanes. Charges of
students not putting their own ballots In the ballot
box. All these things were wrong with the election,
but the Election Commission overruled all of them.
The Senate refused to act on them. The ballots were
counted. CDell was the winner, but the Elections
Commission and the Senate have both now said
that O'Dell is not elected and this Is because the
Election Commission was not really the Election
Commission. Not because of any violation of any
rules have they overturned this election, but because they never formally approved the Election
Commission. They knew the Election Commission
was running the election, and they knew tney had
not approved them, but they said absolutely nothing
about this until after the ballots were counted, and
Minamyer had not won. D4 you smell what I smell?
Rick Detamore
210621
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Hungry Bee Stings O'Dell
O'Dell has prcposed that all student government
personnel should work for no stipend—who then will
volunteer
and who will pay them. If they are not paid,
As you probably know, the Spring Student Elections
have been held over for another week oy popular how can he recruit people who can work effectively
in
c
o
m
p
e
t i t i o n with P R O F E S S I O N A L ADMINdemand. The demand was originated by Mr. William
O'Dell, candidate for president and erstwhile organizer ISTRATORS? Either the "simple country-boy" is
totally naive or he Is not telling us all of his plans.
of the V.E.O.
Rick Mlnamyer is a political roallst. He recognizes
O'Dell supposedly wants to give student government
back to the students. O'Dell was not at all reluctant that men must eat and have some dignity. What kind
of
person can afford to work for nothing? If you want
to nullify the votes of 1100 students a week ago. However, when the votes were counted--due to a tactic a service performed, and if it is worth doing, it must
of Bill's—he found that he had only polled 40 votes have full-time attention. The Bookstore Is a promore than Mlnamyer. The Hungry Bee must have fessional operation and It Is ripping you off because
stung O'Dell then because he changed horses in mid- it Is relatively unchallenged. The Book Exchange must
stream. A • ->k ago, he was asking the election be be given full-time attention, .iiasslve publicity, and
nullified on some very technical and banal grounds. funds for capital purchases of student's used books.
Then comes the vote-count and a challenge by Senator Mlnamyer recognizes this—O'Dell doesn't.
Mlnamyer also recognizes the growing drug-abuse
J e r r y Brainard on constitutional grounds. Senate
met Sunday night to hear the constitutional challenge problem on this campus and the surrounding area.
He
recognizes that this problem must be dealt with
and suddenly O'Dell was pleading out of the other side
of his mouth—"You must uphold the election because intelligently by Student Government since the University
cannot, or will not, cope with It. Again, the
the Constitution says it MUST be held in the 6th week
"simple country-boy" does not recognize the problem.
of the quarter."
He lias said In the last GUARDIAN that the man Perhaps O'Dell has been pre-occupled with attempting
elected in the last election would not be President to gain a bonus for Ohio veterans of Vietnam—an
because it was an illegitimate election. I agree. O'Dell admirable goal but hardly student-oriented. I wonder
has been pleading political naivety ("I'm just a simple If O'Dell Is aware that Mike Llskany, a member of
country-boy.") and, following his stunt in Sunday's the WSU Board of Trustees, lias only atiended two
meeting, I agree. It is obvious that O'Dell does not of 21 board meetings. On the other hand, a member
have the best interests of ALL the students in mind. of Mlnamyer's campaign staff—Senator Henry Evers—
There are plans afooL for the VEO to take over: will shortly be Introducing a resolution of censure,
and a call for his resignation, In Senate (to be
1) The Student Government Book Exchange,
passed, with a petition, to the Board of Trustees
2) The soon-to-be-opened Iiathskellar,
and the State House of Representatives). It Is the
3) The University Bookstore
I feel a definite threat to Impartial hiring of ALL duty of a Student Government to react strongly
students. I feel that Student Government should be to such non-feasence In office—such reaction should
a government of ALL students by all students—not a Include lawsuits If Llskany's resignation is not forth-,,
coming. What would YOU do Bill?
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP.
The Irresponsible faculty refuse to accept anyS
leadership In this University and administrators:
are only supposed to administer, therefore, any
leadership of this community must come, by default,
To the Editor,
from a Student Government. Unless yo>: believe In •
the monarchy at the Hunt administration, or the i
A couple weeks ago I tried to run fcr sophomore anarchy of my admln.stratlon, you must elect a )
student senator, along with two other Individuals. strong but humanitarian President. A "simple country- j
The elections have been invalidated so the three boy" Is not needed.
of us must try again. But since there are five
A bookkeeper with a like Imagination Is not needed, j
positions open for sophomore senators, I hope there A Mlnamyer IS! "We walks his post from flank-to;
may be more of a competitive spirit this time flank, and takes no bull from any rank!"
around.
VOTE MINAMYER MAY 24 thru MAY ii.
In the last election, knowing only three people
Doug Campbell
were seeking five seats, I declined to actively camPresident cf WSU Student Body •
paign. I would like to see more than five persons
Elected V? of the VEO
running this time, not because I do not wish to be
elected by any means, but because I believe the
students should be given a valid choice. Does It
really take that much effort to get 50 names on a
To the Editor:
petition?
To the Editor,

3 People Sought Seats

Faculty Concert
The Collegium Muslcum, under the supervision or
Mrs. Patricia Olds, Instructor In the Music Department, will present a concert on May 27 In Fawcett
Auditorium. The "odl music" concert will begin at
3:30 p.m. and last about an hour.
There are about twenty musicians In the Collegium
Muslcum, the majority of which are students although
some faculty members are also in the group. According to Mrs. Olds the Collegium Muslcum is "a group
of people who study and perform )ld music for their
own pleasure."
The group will be playing recorders of various
sizes, a viola da gamba and harpsichord. The major
piece of the concert will lie
piece of the concert will be Bach's Cantata No. 140.
A chamber orchestra and two vocal soloists from
Wittenberg will perform this piece.
There will also be some Instrumental pieces, some
rounds, and madrigals. "Much early music Is vocal
music and we do a lot of singing In a smsll chorus"
Mrs. Olds also stated.
Many universities have recently established Collegium Muslcl. Many give credit for the group but
W right State does not. This group has been in existence
for two years under Mrs. Olds.
Mrs. Olds has also been given a grant by the liberal
arts division to study t»»rly music <r. Vermont.

OFFICIAL RING DAY
Thursday, May 27
In the Lobby, University Center

Re-count

And even if you do not decide to run for office,
please vote. Some 1100 people voted last time,
which Is a pretty good turnout for Apathetic U.,
but it's not good enough.
Student government may not be good, but It's all
we have. If you don't like it, get elected and change
it, or at the very least, vote for someone who will.
Harry Battson

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE
SUMMER SCHEDULE
QUARTER A, B, AND C
BEGINNING WED., JUNE 16, 1971 THROUGH TUES.
AUGUST 31, 1971
(Note—No bus service on Mon. July 5, 1971)
A University owned 12-Passenger bus will operate
between Third and Murray Streets (one block west ot
Smlthvllle Road) and the campus. Students may alsq
board the bus at Page Manor and return. There will
be no fare charged.
Leave 3rd
and Murray
7:45 A.M.
8:30
9:15
10:10
10:50
12:15 P.M.
1:05
1:45
2.-40
3:35
4:30

Arrive
Campus
8:00 A.M.
8:45
9:30
10:25
11:05
12:30 P . M .
1:20
2:00
3:05
3:50
4:45

Leave
Campus
8:05 A.M.
8:50
9:45
10:30
11:50
12:45 P . M .
1:25
2:15
3:15
4:00
5:20

Saturday ( e v e n i n g h o u r s .

Arrive 3rd
and M u r r a y
8:20 A.M.
9:05
10:00
10.-45
12:05 P . M .
1:00 P . M .
1:40
2:30
3:30
4:15
5:35

Rick Mlnamyer said that if this election w e r e :
overturned, he would appeal it all the way to the j
Academic Council, but that was before the ballots j
were counted. The ballots were counted. Kick Mlna
myer forced the count. Rick lost; O'Dell won. No
Rick Mlnamyer says that after careful consli
tion he has decided to have the elections de
tion he
Invalid.
--ar'.ful
°te 'or

lias decided to have the election dec
Careful consideration of what Rick?
consideration of the fact that you lost? j
O'Dell.
Eugene Lehmai
513880

WSU Music Groups

Congratulations!
Class of 1971

These music groups need you.
Monday
Band
115-1-D-4120
12:10 Chorus
105-1-E-4112
1:10 Chamber
Singers
2:10 Men's Glee Club
185-1-E-4176
7:00 Orchestra
135-1-TU-4136
11:10

Friday
Band

Tuesday
Chamber
Music

Chorus
Chamber
Singers
Men's Glee
Club
Thursday
Chamber Music

Men's
Glee Club

UNIVERSITY CENTER CORNER
Organizations wishing to reserve syace on a
regular basis, use cafeteria for dances, etc.,
please have representative complete request
form which may be obtained In the ofTlce of
the University Center Director. Reservations
huiored on a flrst-come-flrst-serve basis.

Let your success show a little! Wear a 1971 class
ring. Select your choice In yellow or white gold,
set with any of a wide variety of precious stones.
Order your official ring now, before graduation
and receive delivery In about four weeks. Pay a
minimum deposit of only >8.00, balance on delivery.

Wright Slale^.

University Bookstore
Lower Level, University Center
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Gravel Seeks Help
In Fight Against
Draft Extension
Mike Gravel, U.S. Senator from Alaska, Is leading a filibuster In the U.S. Senate to end the draft
by talking the bill to death until June 30, 1971,
when the existing presidential authority to Induct
expires.
All students are requested to enlist the aid of
their parents to visit both senators from their
home state. Many students should try to visit the
Washington area wltn their parents during the next
few weeks.
"This is the time to have your parents Join the
visible cause," says Gravel. He urges young people
to bring their parents to senator's offices while the
debate continues p"d stress: 1) NO extension whatsoever to the draft, and 2) Support the efforts of
Sen. Mike Gravel.
For further Information contact either Jay Westbrook, American Friends Service Committee, 915
Salem Ave., Dayton, tel. 278-4225 or Bernard W.
Tolror, Executive Advisor to Sen. Gravel, tel. 202235-6665.

Model Cities Talent
Search Program
Wright State University lias joined several other
area educational institutions in helping to provide
manpower for Model Cities Talent Search Program.
Clifton E. Buckrham will tie WSU's representative in the Model Cities program to locate and
develop talents of local youth. He has spent about
two weeks becoming familiar with the Unlvorslty
before Joining employees of other educational Institutions who are working on the Talent Search
Program.
The team w'ii be familiar with what educational
and vocation"' alternatives the young people have
and will ha k • to present them with options and
make recomme:«latlons.
Buckrham will report to Lawrence J. Abrams,
Director of Campus Development at WSU, who Is
working on a program to Increase community Involvement with the University.
Buckrham, 22, Is a native of Goldsboro, N. C.
He graduated from Shaw University, N. C. last
December with a B. A. in Political Science. He
earned a scholarship to study at Kalamazoo College
and the Untvcrslty of Sierra l.eone, West Africa,
during his colloge career. Buckrham worked as a
Library Lab Assistant and a helper In the school
of Urban Sciences at Shaw. WSU has also provided
several students on a part-time basis for Talent
Search.
Other Institutions furnishing manpower In this
Model Cities project are Central State University,
Antloch College, Sinclair Community College and
the University of Dayton.

Republicans Debate Communists
WASHINGTON, D. C. (WCNS) — Bring eight young
communists together with young Republicans and what
do you get? A spirited debate—what else?
Tint's what happened last week when eight representatives from Russian youth groups visited the
Republican National Committee's offices here to
" r a p " with young staff members.
The group—made up of twostudents, two Journalists,
a teacher, milkmaid, translator, and the First Secretary of the Ukranlan Central Communist Komsomol
(or youth organization)—is touring the US for two
weeks. After Washington, they will visit Chicago,
Denver, several Midwest farms, and a Davenport,
Iowa, farm Implement factory.
The visitors—whose average age was 34—wanted
to know about the recent anti-war demonstrations,
the Jewish Defense League, and typical activities
of a College Republican club.
"What Is your position toward thedemonstrations?"
First Secretary Semenovtch Rapto wanted to know.
"Anyone in the United States has the right to
demonstrate for any cause as long as he does It
peaceably," explained Robert I. Tuttle, RNC executive assistant to the deputy chairman for communications. "Our position, as the President put It, Is that
It makes no sense for demonstrators to demand
peace abroad while they break the peace at home."
"Have you publicly condemned the JDL's disruptive tactics?" Journalist Yurily Badlch askeu.
"It's beyond partisan debate," Tuttle responded.
"Do you have national meetings of the college
organization?" College Republican executive director
Max Bartlett was asked.
How about the Vietnam Veterans Against the War?

Fawcett To Address Graduates

"The demonstrators amounted to only about 0.1
per cent of the total number at US veterans," Young
Republican national chairman Ron Romans explained.
"I'm sure you would find at least that number In
the Russian army who dissented In your actions In
Czechoslovakia."
The reaction was frowns and silence.
According to a State Department ufflclal, It was the
only time during their two-day stay In the capital
that the Russians were challenged with a debate over
Vietnam. They had also met with Democrat National
Committee chairman Laurence O'Brien, and Sens.
Edmund Muskle and George McGovern.
"Why hasn't Russia stopped Its supply material
and moral support to a people who want liberty,"
the rotund. 38-vear-old First Secretary replied.
"Why hasn't Russia stopped Its supply of material
to North Vietnam--after all, It amounts to 80 percent
of the total," Romans asked.
"We have no argument against supplying material
and moral support to a people who want liberty,"
the rotund, 38-year-old First Secretary replied.
"The main thing Is to have me petple decide for
themselves and to create a situation In which it Is
possible for tlw.m to decide."
Republican Co-Chairman Tom Evans seconded the
Russians* desire for peace.
"Our goal t i the United States is peace. . J think
•he US and the Soviet Union have a tremendous
opportunity to work together for peace in the world.
We have a tough time here since we have two parties—
you only have one to worry about."
First Secretary Rapto responded, "Yes, but we
have our own problems."

Douglas Boyd
Receives Fellowship

Novice Fawcett, president of Ohio State University
and namesake of Fawcett Hall at Wright State, will
deliver the address at Wright State University's
fourth commencement on June 19.
Douglas BoyJI, a senior at Wright State University,
The ceremony will begin at 2 p.m. in the Univerwas named one of four state recipients of a $4,800
sity of Dayton Arena.
About 1,200 seniors and graduate students wl»l fellowship sponsored Jointly by Ohio State University and the Ohio Legislative Service Commission,
receive degrees.
it was learned last week.
Doug was a member at the Student Senate for
" T h e Blood Knot"
three years, two of which he served as Vice ChairAt Antioch College
man. He has al?o been president of Phi Eta Tau
Honor Society for the past two years. Additionally,
YELLOW SPRINGS, O. - "The Blood Knot," a
he Is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, a national honordrama by Athol Fugard, controversial South African
ary in Education. Currently, he Is WSU's representaplaywright, will be presented at the Workshop theatre,
tive on the City of Dayton's Citizens Charter Review
Antloch College, at 8:30 p.m. May 20 to 23 and May
Committee.
27 to 30.
The fellowship Is for one year commencing in
Directing the play Is Meredith Dallas, who recalled
September 1971. Initially, Doug will serve as a
recently that this will be the fifty-fourth production
special assistant to & member of the Ohio General
he lias directed for the Antloch Area Theatre.
Assembly (Ohio's State Legislature) doing such varied
"The Blood Knot" was first produced in South
activities as writing speeches, answering corresAfrica In 1961 and since then has remained under
pondence, etc. Also Included will be doing research
governmental attack for Its outspoken iheme. The
for the Legislative Sarvice Commission.
play has attracted a worldwide audience that has
In addition to his work in the Ohio Lagislature,
responded, Dallas says, to Its insights Into human
Doug will be earning an M. A, Degree in political
nature and Its dramatic excellence.
science from Ohio State University.

Summer Workshops Offered By Continuing Education
"Electronic Music," "Tho Art of Macrame," "The
Trainable Mentally Retarded" and "Outdoor Eduratinn" are iust four of 15 workshops offered by
Wright State University's Division of Continuing Education. The workshops will bo offered throughout
the first summer term, June 16 through July 24.
Programs offered in cooperation with the Division
Include:
"The Trainable Mentally R e t a r d e d : Community
Needs," taught at Northvlew School for the Trainable Mentally Retarded. The course runs from 9 a.m.
to noon July 12 through 23.
"Clinical I'ractlve in Learning Disability I , " held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. dally, July 12 through 23,
will present an overview of diagnostic teaching.
"Electronic Music," on June 23 through 25, will
be held at Wright State and is aimed at those who
have a musical background that encompasses a
progressive attitude toward contemporary music.
"Production in Communication for Advanced Driver
Education" is designed to assist the driver education teacher by teaching production and utilization
of Instructional materials. The course will be held
at WSU July 12 through 23 from 1 to 7 p.m. dally.
"Blblo and Literature," offered at the Montgomery
County Joint Vocational School, will study selected
Biblical materials and their relationship to works
of modern day literature. The course runs from 9 a.m„

to noon June 14 tlirough July 1.
"Books in the Classroom" will study, among other
things, the place of the picture-story book, art in
children's books, poetry for all ages and creative
response. It will be held June 28 through July 12
from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Friday.
"Moving Into a Program of Individualized Reading" will help the teacher move into a different
type of reading program. The course will be held
June 14 through 25.
"Human Nutrition," held at Miami Valley Hospital,
will study the basic concepts of nutrition. Registration
for this course must be made through tlie Registrar's
Office.
"The Improvement of Teaching" is limited to analyzing the human interaction within the classroom. The
five-credit course Is open to graduate students oily
and will be held at Northmont Junior High School.
"Outdoor Education" Is a program designed for
teachers seeking skills in the use of the out-ofdoors as a resource for enrichment. Two separate
courses will be conducted at the Outdoor Education
Center at Antloch College July 12 through 23 and
juiy zt> through August 6.
"The Teaching of Religion In the Public School"
examines the historical and current state of religious
Instruction In the public schools. It will be taught

at Northmont Junior High from 8:30a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
June 14 through 25.
"The Art of Macrame" is intended to help students
under stand the art of macrame fiber work. It will
run June 21 through July 2 at Wright State University and Include two field trips on Saturday.
Registration ior this course Is 'hrough the Regist r a r ' s office.
"Creative Management Techniques and Applications
for Secondary Business Courses" is designed for
business teachers. It will be held at Wright State on
June 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30 and July 1
and 2 from 3 to 6 p.m.
"Typewriting Methods" will discuss and evaluate
current teaching techniques. It will be held at Wright
State June 23 and will run from 9:30 to 11:80 u^n.
and from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
"Novels into Film" will be concerned with novels
and films from novels. Dates are June 15 tlirough
July 24 Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays at
WSU.
Many of the abjve workshops are offered for both
graduate or undergraduate credit, others are offered
without credit. For more complete Information on
workshops offered at Wright State, contact Mrs.
Verna Graves, Continuing Education Division. 4266650, ext. 216.
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Letters Continued:
Birth Of A Dumpy
An Open Letter to the WSU Student Government,
Much has boon publicized about the b e n e f i t s of
Wright Stock, but are you aware of what has happened
since then? The area that held the Festival of Life
Is burled in litter, bottles, etc., that has yet to be
cleaned up. The Student Government, we understand,
was to liave it cleaned by Tuesday, May 7. We would
like to feel the student government does care about
our environment but as of now have little hope for
the former Wright Stock area. We feel that the
student government should clean-up the area as
they were responsible for the festival.
The assistant editor called Wright Stock the "Birth
of . Nation"; we, with regret, feel it was the Birth
of a Dump.
Wright State Eco-Action

Who Will Guide The Masses?
To the Editor,
I read with Interest Page 2 of the GUARDIAN.
It seems to me that the crux of the trouble Is that
too few of the student bodv of the University give

a d—n. That too many University students "couldn't
care l e s s . "
On graduation from W.S. University—with whatever
degree of education—these students, in whatever field
they majored, should be better equipped to constructively participate in the bettering of our society
as a whole.
As noted in the GUARDIAN Opinion (box), "Elevenhundred students out of 10,000 are still not very many
voting."—About one out of ten concerned.
Wright State's student government is no "big
thing"—considering the state of human society; "the
human condition" as a whole.—But who but the few
who are participating have the right to complain
about the state of our present world society—about
the present human condition of man. If but one In
ten "educated folk" give a d—n, who, pray, will
guide the " m a s s e s . "
S. Beaty Tanner
2712 Aerial Ave
Kettering, Ohio

Repulsion Felt For O'Dell
To the Editor,
It Is difficult for me as a Student Senator to condone
the actions of one, BUI C D e l l , where upon appealing
the prior elections on being unconstitutional, unfair,
and Invalid, to turn around only a few days later and
appeal that the same election be classified a constitutional, fair, and valid election. Most probably,
the reason for this reversal was the outcome of the
counted ballots. In that, Bill won by about forty votes.
The essence of mv repulsion to Bill's actions is

Students Present Music Recital;
Department Of Music Sponsor

A student recital sponsored by the Department
of Music took place on Monday, May 17, In Fawcett
Auditorium. The 3:30 p.m. concert featured works
from Beethoven, Salnt-Saens and other renowned
composers as well as works composed by Wright
State students.
The program began with Gary Allen playing "Three
Moods" on percussion. The piece was written by
Burns.
Joanne Tyler followed with Beethoven's "Sonatina."
Her string bass was accompanied by Marian Bohls
on the piano.
Soprano singer Pebble Frysinger, accompanied by
pianist Faye Haines, sang two love songs. The first,
"Col Mio Sanque Comprerel," Is an Italian piece
composed by Stradella. Schuman's "Widmung" was
the second selection.
Robert Moore then presented a trumpet piece

composed by Rllsager entitled "Concertino." The
piece was divided into two sections—Largo and
Allegro.
Cellist Michael Shaffer performed Salnt-Saens'
"Allegro Appaslonato." He was accompanied by Greg
Martin on the piano.
The final selection was the Dodecaphonic Suite
which consisted of six short Instrumental written
by WSU students. The Suite was performed by Ed
Sabrack on the flute, Dan Gutwein, clarinet, Steve
Hart man, bass clarinet, and Jerry Mort, conductor.
The Suite was divided Into six sections, the first
of which was entitled "Reflection" and composed
by Greg Martin. Barbara Piatt's "Schlafen" followed.
"Sonic #1" was composed by Rlc Bashore and
"Eine Klelne Serie" by Cathy Reynolds. Jerry Mort,
the conductor, composed "Gestopft." The ftn?.l piece,
"Images," was the work of flutist Ed Sabrack.

"The World Of Carl Sandburg"
Features Speech/Theater Faculty
"The World of Carl Sandburg," featuring the
faculty of the Department of Speech and Theatre,
will be the next University Theatre production,
beginning May 28 and running May 29, 30, June
3, 4 and 5.
An anthology of prose and poetry "The World
of Carl Sandburg," was originally produced by Norman Corwln and starred Bette Davis and Gary Merrill. The Wright State faculty Involved are Abe
Bassett, Barbara Dreher, Gene Eakins, Paul Lane
and Frederic Meyers.
To be presented In the New Liberty Hall Theatre,
just east of the campus on National ltd., "The
World of Carl Sandburg," was described by the
New York TIMES as "playful and serious, childlike and wise, commonplace and fresh, homespun
and poetic, distinctively American In its convictions,
like one of the Lord's prophets."
Among the highlights of the stage presentation
are "Sllphorn J a z z , " read by Mr. Meyers, "Jazz.
Fantasia," read by Mr. Lane, "In a Colorado Graveyard," read by Dr. Eakins, " F o g , " read by Mrs.
Gaw, "Love," from REMEMBRANCE ROCK, read
by Dr. Dreher, a»i "The Machine, Yes," read by
Dr. Bassett.
Music accompaniment to folk songs selected from
Sandburg's "American Songbag" will be furnished
by Rick Bayshore.
Reserved space tickets are available beginning
next Monday from the ticket office In front of Allyn
Hall cafeteria at 50 cents for WSU students with
ID cards. All other seats are $2.

PAGE 5
that on :ho day the ballots were counted, and BUI
became aware for the first of a victory, he stated
that regardless of the outcome, he would continue
to protest the election as being Invalid on the several
counts he proposed. O b v i o u s l y the short lnterum
between tliat day (Thursday) and the Student Government meeting Sunday night affected his outlook on
the probability of winning the next election. Regardless, this type of person who can push aside
what he once felt to be a justifiable and correct
course of action, for selfish, personal reasons, Is
not what I regard as to be the type of person, fit to
run for the office of Student Body President.
Before closing, i would like to congratulate all
those that took the time to vote. It proves that apathy
on this campus is not as widespread as most people
believe. I only ask that all of you will do the same
In this coming, valid olectlon. I ask you to join me
in supporting and voting for RICK MINAMYEi' for
Student Body President.
Hank Evers
Freshman Senator

Materials Science,
Engineering Program
To Be Developed
A Materials Science and Engineering undergraduate
program with a solid Interdisciplinary base will lie
developed at Wilght State University, thanks to the
addition of Robert F. Rolsten to the faculty it the
Department of Engineering.
As Professor of Materials Science ana ^ ^ctneerlne.
Dr. Kolsten's pceltlon Is one that the department has
been trying to fill for more than two years.
The new program will be different from Materials
Science and Engineering programs offered st other
universities. Most are centered around a discipline,
such as metallurgy or polymer science, and depend
on one faculty member.
In contrast, Wright State's program will be Interdisciplinary and flexible enough to develop into
specialty areas needed by the community.
The Materials Science and Engineering curriculum
will prepare scientists to work "In the real world
with real materials," as Dr. Rolsten describes tt.
"They will understand chemistry, physics and math
and how to apply these to the selection of materials
and use of materials In our society."
It will train pecple to select materials with long
life and with, compatibility with the environment.
Dr. Rolsten has a broad background In materials
and In the way to design and apply material He
most recently served as an Engineering Consultant
In the materials area where he worked with chemical
and metallurgical engineering, are! engineering applications, materials for electronic components and
materials functioning In hostile environments.
Dr. Rolsten Is not new to the field of higher education. He was an Associate Professor in science at
California Western University for five years.
He has also worked with Dupont, American Machine
and Foundry, General Dynamics, Technical Operations
Research and Battelle Memorial Institute.
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Bill O'Dell Announces Candidacy Again
To the Editor,
My name Is William O'Dell and I AM ONCE AGAIN
announcing my candidacy for Student Body President.
The last time I did this, on April 21, 1971, I said
that It looked like we were laving an election without
Student Government, and it looks like I was right.
I won the last election, and I hope to win this one
also. With your help 1 can win again. I am asking you
for that help now. On Monday, May 24, 1971 at
10 a.m., the ballot booth will be open again, we hope.
Please do not let all this mess about our present
election keep you away from the polls. Your vote is
needed more now titan ever before,
I am going to tell you now what happened to our
last eltction. The Student Government did not participate in the election, they just sat and watched it.
The way the Student Government operates now, there
is no time to hold fair and orderly elections; there
is no time to develop a working book exchange;
there is no time for an ombudsman; there Is no time
to move the Student Government down to where the
students are; there Is no time to setup filn. festivals;
there Is no time to gel the university to open up
more services for the night students; there Is no
time to prepare a course and teacher evaluation booklel; there is no time to announce expenditures before
they are expended; there is no time to serve the
student period. The Student Government, in the
past, lias not had time to be the Student Government.
Now here Is how it all happened. The Student Government must, by constitutional mandate, set up
all elections, rules, and members lo the election
commission. The Senate did none of these things,
and because they did not, they have ruled the election invalid. But, they had the chance to do this

before the ballots were counted, and they would not.
In fact, the Elections Commission overruled all objections to the election. Then after the ballots were
counted, they all changed their mlnds c 1 am telling
It like It was. I am still saying the same thing I
have been saying In the past. Rick Mlnamyer and Pat
Moran are both connected with the Senate, and If
they have not done the Job in the past, why should
you be expected to believe that they will do the job
In the future'I am a student at Wright Stale and I have a right
to be upset, and I am upset. sat through two Semite
meetings In the past week and If you sal and heard
what I heard. I think you would be upset too. Fellow
students: I am riot an alarmist, but I am alarmed;
I do not usually cry wolf, but 1 see a great furry
animal approaching; I am not the Student Body
President; but I think I would make a good one.
When our last elections started, I and some others,
noticed that there was much wrong with the election
Things like: two sets of election rules, both different, and both Ignored and neither approved by the
Senate and therefore completely jnconstltutlonal;
night students denied the right to vote on Tuesday
and Wednesday: Electioneering and other minor points.
The Elections Commission ruled that these points
were not enough to overturn an election. Good, now
when the ballots are counted, whoever is elect;-!
will be president, right? Wrong. After the ballots
were counted, the Elections Commission decided
tliat the election was not legal after all. It would
seem that the Senate liad never formally got around
to giving their approval to two members of the Elections Commission. This Is all the grounds needed

to overturn the election. Let us look at the reasoning
used here. On the first set of complaints there
were aspects that would bear more on some candidates than on others, but these reasons were not good
enough to overturn the election. Now after the ballots
have been counted, the election Is declared Invalid
on grounds that have nothing to do with any candidate
at all. I am having just a little trouble understanding
this method of thinking.
There Is just one final point that I would like to
make and that Is that two of the candidates In this
election have been declared disqualified because they
were on academic probation. The constitution says
that candidates must not be on academic probation.
I want to know then, why were Rick Mlnamyer and
Nick Ipiotls alloweu to run in an election that they
were not qualified to run In? Having two unqualified
candidates in an election places an undue hardship
on the qualified candidates, In that the Issues are
muddy that way. What Is the recourse for a qualified
candidate? Run again and hope that the election
Is not overturned before the ballots are counted
and a winner lias been established.
If you voted for r.ie In the last election, please
vote for me again. II you did not vote for me, but
planned to, then please vote for me this ttme. If
you did not vote for me the last time, and the idea
still does not send hippy feelings through your
body, then think about It, and If I have just plain
turned you of?, then please give serious consideration to Pat Moran, ;>sc2us® be Is, In my opinion,
the second best candidate available. I can be a
good Student Body President, and I will be a good
Student Body President, so please vote for William
O'Doll for Student Body President, one—more—time.

Nick Ipiotis Announces Candidacy Again
My name Is Nicholas E. Ipiotls and I would like
to take tills opportunity to announce my candidacy
for Student Body President in the second annual
Wright State election.
The first election was the most Inept attempt
at an election In the American University system,
for the entire course of Its history. The election
was Illegal and there were so many rules broken
as far as voting was concerned that 1 petitioned
for the nullification of the entire event. Even though
I liad no publicity before the election, such as the
other three candidates, 1 fell only 100 votes behind
the leader. This is a victory In Itself, for I'm sure
many of you were not aware tliat I was running.
Some of the major Items l discussed with you
students Included lack of rights, fees, dismissal of
instructors, and the overall Ineptness of the university. Changes are needed in all these areas.
You have constitutional rights to free speech
and dissent. However, when I tried writing a column
In the administration's propaganda sheets, The GUARDIAN, tliat was critical of some of this universities
Nazi tactics, 1 found out tliat your freedom of
speech Is there, unless you question things. The
student newspaper should be objective and a free
voice of the student body. One of the proposals I
am initiating Is a free speech and dissent center
on campus llut can be used for rallies whenever
It is needed without a permit.
Also In the plans Is a student's guide to the faculty.
This will be c o m p i l e d from q u e s t i o n n a i r e s

tliat are given to the students. It will save trips
to the drop-add line and save a lot of miserable
quarter hours.
Student government will take a stand against the
war and the flag will be flown at half mast till the
•conflict' Is over.
Both students and facalty Save taken It on the
chin In recent years from Brage Goldlng. Indeed,
he Is a diversified man. He started out as a polymer
chemist and evolved Into a politician-university president. From there he went on to earn the title of
"the S. I. Hyakawa of the Midwest. Even in times
of national tragedy, dictator Goldlng, has kept Wright
State University factory open for business. This
man will no longer go seriously unchallenged.
The constitution will be rewritten and Goldlng's
veto power over student government will ba removed.
The GUARDIAN has repeatedly attacked me through
editorials and a letter to the editor bv Scott Bowers,
For those of you who are not familiar with The GUARDIAN, let mo explain something. Ann Bowers Is the
editor and Scott Bowers Is the managing editor. Scott
Bowers sent a letter to his wife, the editor, and It
was printed In letters to the editor. Is tills good
journalism? It's unfortunate that the communication
between these two is so poor that they have to write
letters to each other when they share the same
office.
Each of the other candidates is supported by a
group of 'staunch' supporters that want to see 'their'
man in office. We took some of these 'staunch' sup-

porters away this last election and added a lot a
our own. Let me point out to you that If a minority
leader Is put in office you will receive minority
representation next year. Two of the people who
want to lead you are Mlnamyer and Moran. They
have been bungling things for you on the Senate
all year. Before the ballots were counted the Senate
refused to throw the elc \on out. After the votes
were counted and we saw who the winner was, the
election was Immediately over-turnod. Quite a coincidence? The candidate (CDell) who had questioned
the election now lost heart and liad second thoughts
about it.
If the election was allowed to stand you would
have a 33-year-old family man as your president.
Could you relate to him? Being a father Is a fulltime job and so is being student body president.
When O*Dell's son wrote In he should have asked
us not to elect his father so tliat he could spend
the time with Ills children, lils first responsibility.
There are not many second chances in elections;
I hope the student body of this university makes
use of thelr's. Your representation is In your hands.
Take five minutes out cl your time to vote. We
have a long road aoead of us and I want to lead
the way. Like I told you all during the first election, It Is your privilege and your responsibility
to vote. Students, the rest Is In your hands. Keep
In mind tliat apathy Is the refuge of the crowd.
W1U you rise to meet the challenge? Right on Peoplsl

Rick Minamyer Announces Candidacy Again
To the Editor,
You get another chance to vote for me to give
leadership to Student Government. If you missed
me the first time, It was due to my lack of campaign time. 1 liad broken my ankle after co-producing
Wrtghtstock—a venture almost coirupted by the
Senate's Inept and administrative bosum-buddy Pat
Moran. Moran will bitch about his lack of time—let
me mention one thing, he took $220 of your money
for being treasurer of the Senate and then refused
to oversee ticket sales. He hasn't fulfilled his duties
as treasurer and Director of Cperations—what kind
of part-time president can he make?
I will again have to mlnlmuze my pre-election
campaign due to Senate's May Day activity. I must
elp bring this activity off owing to my responslblllma is a senator. I feel tliat activities such as Wrlghttock and May Day will appeal to the large spectrum
f Wright State University students and forge a

more unified student body. This must be Ihe primary
goal of a student government—unify a student body
and present Its desires clearly, coherently and
strongly.
My main opponent has been CDell—the way he
switches positions on election validity, he makes
Jack the Candlestick Jumper look sick. Has Bill
O'Dell ever offered you a positive-oriented program? You can get votes by bitching (Ipiotls has)
but you cannot lead an effective government. Look
at his VEO vice president, Doug Campbell, who
resigned rather than continue In this political front
for O'Dell. He told me that It could have been good
but was only promise-oriented. Its present leadership seems only concerned with taking over existing student government operations (the Book Exchange which I started)!
Other campaigns have all been attack-oriented.
They have tried to climb over Wrlghtstock's burning ruins (which I co-produced with Campbell and

Mike Lamb) and blew It when It went so well. In
spite of Pat Moran, Bill O'Dell and a reluctant
senate (led by Mor-ji's girlfriend, Karla Thompson/
Kris Thompson), Wrlghtstock was an amazing success—financially we think we broke even (although
treasurer Moran has not yet been able to produce
a complete financial statement—too busy working
and campaigning I guess) while we have built some
awfully good karma.
Twenty thousarv'
30 thousand people now think
warmly of WSU. May Day should Increase this good
feeling while announcing the neophyte unity at WSU.
I should like to stress that everyone who is willing to work at a thing which concerns him has a
future in my administration. We will not be provincial like that "simple country boy" O'Dell, disastrously dull like Pat Moran (the man who brought
you "Ycur Father's Moustache," the biggest bomb
In WSU history), nor paranoid like Nick Ipiotls
(Continued on page 7)
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Pat Moran Announces Candidacy

(who was overheard saying that he was going to
" g e t " Goiding-- maybe you'll get Splro Agnew as
a replacement, Nick).
We are positively-oriented as you may have noticed early in the campaign. We stress the expansion of existing programs (Book Exchange, membership on university committees with periodic,
comprehensive reports and responsibility t 0 (he
senate; sharing of financial resources program with
campus organizations) and the creation of news
services (Drug Abuse/Education Center, a Campus
Rescue Ur.lt for our dorm residents; a strong, Intelligent university center board to create programs
for dormitory and general campus enlightenment;
and such others as a strong united senate may
develop).
Don't forget that the role of student government
Is two-fold. A senate to develop programs and a
president to Implement them. Whon one falls apart
(as the senate did this year) the strain on the other
becomes Incredible. My strength Is in I viership
as I have demonstrated In the senate (ask Nloran
and Thompson) and In Wrightstock (with the production staff). Now I ask your support In leading WSU
toward a new set at priorities.
if you care, VOTE MINAMYER STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT May 24 through May 291
Rick Minamyer

BY PAT MORAN
Due to the latest Student Government fiasco, it is
necessary for me to announce my candidacy for Student Body President again. This article will also
include;
--my reaction to the first election
—my reasons for running again
—a re-emphasis of my major goals for student
government
—an explanation of the statement "You will Inrepresented whether you vote or not."
—a plea to all students to make this a decisive
election.
Bill O'Dell's original seven point protest to the
past election was not, In my opinion, sufficient grounds
to invalidate the results. My feeling Is tliat on those
points, ar. extension of the voting period should have
been gTanted. However, the recently brought out
fact that the Elections Commission was never officially appointed by the Senate did convince me tliat
the election was unconstitutional and therefore liad
to be thrown out.
1 am still In this race because no candidate r e ceived an overwhelming majority of votes In the
last election (there was just a 110 vote difference
between the first and the last place of the four
candidates.) I did not have an opportunity to campaign as actively as I would have liked because of
my responsibilities as Student Senate Treasurer. I
was forced to spend most of my time straightening
out the financial records c' the mismanaged Wrightstock, a product of Wrightstock, Inc. and funded by
Student Government. Because of the cruciallty of
their mistakes, the majority of my time was spent
tying the financial loose ends back together and !
had little time to spend contacting potential voters.
In starting anew in this second election, I would
like to re-empriaslze my major goals for student
government, btudent government must improve its
Image and credibility (presently we are known as
election botchers and rock concert producers.)
I am concerned most with our Immediate problems of communication between the Senate and
their constituents, the clubs and organizations, and
the administration. (How many stwlents knew that
elections were going to be held before the first
day of the actual voting? How many students knew

AZX
Thore are now five fraternities at Wright State.
Despite the fact that nationally, fraternities are
on the decllne> the local frats at WSU are growing
In strength. One of the fastest growing and the
youngest Is Alpha Zeta Chi.
The majority of WSU fraternities are local single
chapters. Alpha Zeta Chi Is the Beta chapter of
AZX of Sinclair Community College. The original
" Z e k e s " began In 1966 at Sinclair. The WSU chapter started fn the fall of 1969 and finally became
the Beta chapter In January, 1973, The 36 charter
members elected Dennis Imhoti as their first president. Since then the group lias gone through a constitutional revision and two fraternity houses. The
current house, which has a large pool, Is located
outside of Fair born. AZX lias hrptad many open
parties at tlieir house throughou. 'he year In addition to participating In many o,.«jr social and
sports events
Membership to Alpha Zeta Chi Is open to any male
student. Dues are 17 per month. For Information
call 878-3727.
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n
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that student government was working on the ABC
no credit proposal and what it involves before they
saw It on the liallot for consideration^
We must direct our services to the needs of the
students here at W.S.U. and concentrate on the
issues closest to our campus before we try to
handle any large scale community development. (We
should get students Involved in their student government or at least give them a working knowledge
of student government and Its activities. Then and
only then will we be able to present a united front
and derive benefits from any national student groups.)
Whether or not you vote you are still being represented by student government and they are still r e sponsible for spending approximately $13,000 of your
student activities fees!!! Since the SUP is very Influential In channeling your funds, It is to your best
Interest to elect someone who Is the most widely
representative of the Interests and needs of the
student inxly.
The SBP Is also responsible for filling student
seats on all University committees. These students
represent your voice In university governance. It
stands to reason tliat the SBP will appoint people
who are in agreement with his Ideas and attitudes.
So you will lie represented, but It Is your right to
say by whom.
Due to the closencss of the competition for tills
position, it is Imperative for all of you who are convinced of my ability to meet the demands of this
office to not only case your vote but convince feUow
students to vote and VOTE MORAN'!!!

Dreiser Subject Of Course
American novelist Theodore Drelr.er will IK) the
subject of a special course offered by the Wright
State University Department of English this summer.
The course is oelng offered in observance of the
centennial anniversary of Drelser'-s birth.
Works stud lei In the class -siil Include SISTER
CARRIE, AN AV .RICAN TRAGEDY, THE TITAN and
THE BULWARK. Dr. Lawrence Hussman, associate
professor of English at the University, will instruct
the course. Hussman presented a paper on Dreiser
at a meeting of the Popular Culture Association and
is currently working on k< book concerning the Indiana
author.
The class Is scheduled for the " B " summer term,
running from July 26th through Aug. 31st. Admittance
to the University must be completed by June 14.

WANT
Waitresses

from $125
give her a I

Diamondl
Promise Ring

WW Carpeting
Balconles-Patlos
Air Conditioning
Tennis Courts
Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers

Some Short Terms Available
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35

254-6122

by OEM ART

OPEN DAILY 9 am to 8 pm
Show tar JOB care wits a Gem-Art
"Diamond Promise'' ring . . . ihe
promise of growing love, la 14
karat wtiite or yellow gold... set
•ith a fiery diamond. When you
select bef teal engagement ring,
her promise ring Is worth lull
purchase price in trade
OUMJMD PBOMlSt «l«C 1 9 . 9 5

Colonial Jewelers
136 N MAIN ST.
Exclusive Downtown
K e e p u k * Dealer

Next tf. Victory Theater

Go-Go Dancers
Full o r P a r i Tini<»

Sun 1 - 6 Sat 9 - 6

START WORKING IMMEDIATELY
• CANDLES • C a n d l e m a k i n g Supplies
• ART OBJECTS • Floral Arrangements
• RINGS

andie

G

Good Pay

• Scented Soap

ottaqe

635 Kling Drive
294-0150
(at Patterson 1 block
west of Shroyer Rd)

Most Be 18 Years Or Ovor

223-6854
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OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Pot Heads Sport
Higher Grades
SWARTHMORE, PA. — Students who smoke marijuana are more likely to attend elite l'jitltutlons and
to have higher educational aspirations and better
grades than tliose who do not use the drug, according
to a surv.iy of over 5,000 students on 38 campuses.
The study found that twice as many users as nonusers plan careers as lawyers, doctors, scientists
and educators.
The study, conducted by psychologists Kenneth
and Mary Gergens of Swarthmore College, found
that 48 per cent of the users maintained a gradepoint average of B or better, compared to 44 per
cent of the non-users.
Introduction to marijuana see ins to come mainly
In high school rather than In college, the study
revealed. The number of seniors reported trying
marijuana at least once was only slightly higher
than the number of freshmen.
The findings indicated a connection between the
use of marijuana and mental distress caused by
the war in Indochina. Alnio6t 80 per cent of the users
said they felt increased worry, depression ami anger
because of the war. The figure for non-smokers
was 50 per cent.
•Marijuana users demonstrated more social activism
than non-users and less commitment to mainstream
politics. Over 70 per cent of users have Joined antiwar demonstrations, and 45 per cent have worked
for civil rights causes. The figures are about three
times those for non-smokers.
Thirty-three per cent of users and 58 per cent of
abstainers identified themselves with a major political party.

^-*News B r i e f s ^ ^
War Resistance League
Igul Roodenko of the War Resistance League
from New York City will be In Room 245
Millett Hall Friday, May 21 at 3 p.m.

Pay Fees Monthly
The families of students at Wright State University
will be able to pay University costs on a monthly
basts through the -services of a private firm. Education Funds, Inc.
The ne-v arrangement, which Is optional, will enable families to pre-pay University costs In nine
monthly installments rather than at registration for
fall, winter and spring quarters.
The cost for joining the pre-payment plan Is $25
per family, with no additional charges. The University's Interest In the plan is solely for the
convenience of students and their families.
More information Is available from the WSU Office of Financial Aid.

Seniors With Debts
Seniors who have accumulated debts to the University should check at window F of the Registrar's
Office in Allyn Hall to see If they have any holds
against them. StJdents will be able to go through
commencement without clearing their holds, but will
not receive diplomas or transcripts.

Placement Office

The Placement Office Is now getting listings of teacher and administrative vacancies
from schools throughout Ohio. Come in and
check the Vacancy Book for more Information. We are located In Room 148, Men's Wing,
Residence Hall.

Mayday Funtime Is Set For Friday
BY RON PAUL
May Day Is upon us again, only this time it does
not involve politics. These May Day festivities take
place on Friday, May 21.
The purpose of May Day, a student government
sponsored project, Is to give students a day of fun
with very little expense. The whole celebration starts
In the Quad at 11:30 a.m. Friday. A chariot race
will start the activities and a free dance will round
out the evening.
Many of W.S.U.'s clubs will have booths set up
In the Quad selling items like hot dogs, pretzels,
Ice cream, beer, soft drinks, and even body painting. Information will be given out about the Riding

First National
Bank
Fairborn, Ohio
Member
Federal Reserve
System

Member Federal
Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Phone 878-8681

Club and you may also purchase a Wright State yearb ok.
Student Government hopes that by bringing the
activities to the Quad, more students will be reached.
From five to nine free movies will be shown.
Subject matter tf these movies Includes the road
runner ai.-i old horror pictures.
A froe dancc v « i be given from nine to one a.m.
Music will be provided by some at the groups that
were to play at Wrightstock and free chicken will
be given to Wright State students. Beer will be
sold at cost all day.
Student Government promises that the whole affair will be fun for all. Costs will be kept to a
minimum so everyone can enjoy a day of relaxation.

EARN
$1000 to $3000
THIS SUMMER
Must Be Neat Appearing
& Have Car
For Full Information Send Name
& Address toWalters Enterprises
Box 180, Springboro, Ohio 45066

Freshman Don Vorhees fired a one-hitter in the
first game of a double header with Wittenberg to
win 2-1 but the Raiders lost the second on a tiebreaking single by Rocky Alt !r. ine last Innu;?.
Don Vorhees let aily five Tiger runners on the
bags in the first game as lie allowed but one hit.
The 5o»vercreek graduate walked four tn route to
his first Wright State victory. WSU won the game
In the sixth as freshman catcher Mike Dunn blasted
a run scoring doublt to left center field to cap off
a two run sixth Inning. Mike Bahun looped a base
hit earlier in the inning to bring across Torn Nevtvs
who singled and stole second base.
The '{aiders surged out to a 3-0 lead In the first
inning at game two but fell behind 6-5 in the third
as »he Tigers rocked WSU pitcher Mike Bahun.
The Raiders tied it up at six all in the sixth but a
one out single In the seventh by relief pitcher
Rocky Alt gave Wittenberg a split. Alt, who U the
quarterback for Wittenberg's football machine, came
in the seventh and retired the Raiders In order.
Wright State averted a rout tnthe fourth Inning
when the Tigers loaded the bases with none out. But
the spectacular plays by third basemen Ron Estepp
stopped Wittenberg cold with no runs.
The nearly all froshman team will finish n> the
season Thursday with a home game against Ohio
Wejleyan. Wesleyan beat WSU earlier this year
3 - 2 . The 3:30 p.m. game will be played at Falrborn's Fairfield Park.

JBetter
than,. „
Barefoot

«• coupons

Beaver Vu Bowl
3072 Bellbrook-Falrfleld Rd
OPEN BOWLING
This coupon good for
FREE SHOE RENTAL

STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

AIT. CONDITIONED
APARTMENTS & TOWN HOUSES
"gives good living a boost.... never the r e n t "
from

We Now Have Openings For
5 College Fellas

Vorhees Fires One Hitter

Scholl Exercise Sandals. They shape up your
legs, while they comfort your feet.
The exclusive toe-grip action firms and tones
your legs, to help
make them shapelier,
prettier. The
smooth, sculpted
beechwood and soft,
padded leather
strap comfort
every step
you take.
In Rat o r raised
heel. In red or
bone strap.
$12.95

$125.00
short terms available

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Furnished or Unfurnished
NEW 1 - 3 BEDROOMS
• Washers & Dryers
• Laundry Facilities
• Separate dining room • Air conditioned
• Plush carpet
• Soft water
• 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths
• Balcony or Patio
• Range, refrigerator, some dishwashers
118 YELLOW SPRINGS
878-3973
FAIRBORN, OHIO
OFFICE HOURS: 9 am - 8 pm
Sat 9 - 6 Sun 1 - 6

7 Minutes to Wright State

exercise sandafs
DrSchoHs ooTco&tFom^sHOP
ADDRESS

PHONC

